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Blacksburg Regional FIRST
Competition

The Day has Come!
After much hardship and dedication, our team demonstrated our talent at
Blacksburg, Virginia. We spent our trip in a hotel close to the school of the
competition. Here, we were able to have last minute meetings for final
preparations. After a couple of galvanizing speeches, we enter Huguenot High
School to initiate our first competition. There at the competition, we split into
certain groups. One group of our technical students went to the pits to finalize the
robot for the actual competition. A collection of students sat in the stands
cheering the team on during our rounds. Additionally, our scouting group
observed the robots during the qualifying rounds. Others went to the pits and
asked other teams questions about their group strategy. In order to introduce
other teams to the TALON 540, the public relations team organized pit packages
to hand out to each team.
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Day 1
At the competition, the whole competition was
behind schedule. Due to the lack of time, we were
not able to finish all the qualification rounds on the
first day, and had to complete some the next day.
Although we had a rusty beginning, TALON 540 pushed to the top and and rose to
the highest rank. At the end of the day, TALON placed first out of all thirty-eight
teams. After a hard day’s work of competing, we had a celebratory dinner. Here,
we promised to try our hardest and be confident in our achievements, whether or
not they were what we expected.

Day 2
Subsequent to our first experience in Blacksburg, the second day seemed less
hectic. On this day, the Southwest Virginia FIRST organization completed the
qualification rounds in order to progress to the actual competition rounds. In total,
there were supposed to be 76 qualification rounds. Instead, the rounds were cut
down to 64 since there was an insufficient amount of time. After the scores were
finalized for the qualification rounds, a team representative from each team
gathered onto the field and became choosing their alliance. Our alliance and likely
partnerships were determined by our strategy as well as scouting team. The
teams we decided to ally with were Team 587, the Hedgehogs, and Team 3494,
the Quadrangles. We are happy with the teams we chose and competed with, and
there are no exceptions. Overall, we are proud of our alliances as well as the
opposing alliances. TALON 540 may have been the largest team, but without our
motivation and determination, we would not have come to where we are now.
Continuing this TALON 540 season, our team will participate with confidence in
our future competitions!
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Volunteering
Not only did our team support each other, but our students aided in the
competition itself. A selected number of members volunteered at First. This
includes resetting the field after each match and monitoring the traffic between
matches. Below is a quote from one of our volunteers, Amisha Gandhi: 

“Volunteering was overall a fun experience. I really liked helping out. It was a
front seat view to my first competition of seeing the robots. All the spirit around
made me enjoy the experience more. I witnessed a lot of teamwork and passion
between each team. The spirit and kindness of all the teams at Blacksburg before
and after the matches made me love volunteering more. I learned a lot and met
some very kind college volunteers as well as some volunteers from the
Blacksburg team, 401. Amazing experience!"                                        -Amisha
Gandhi
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